FIRE SHOWS

Fire Show with Pyrotechnics, body burning and Special effects

1 act of 15 or 2 acts 5 and 13 min each
DUO AEREAL SHOWS

1 act of 7 min
2 acts of 7 min
Heart, cube, silk or double pulleys shapes
Doble pulley motor required
AERIAL SHOWS

SOLO AERIAL SHOW
1 act 7’ min
Moon, hoop, silk, shibari ropes
Shibari ropes motor required
DUO SPINNING HEART

Duo Spinning Heart
2,60m diameter 2,70 high

ACROBATIC GLASS CHAMPAGNE

1,35 diameter 1,90 high
LEDS SHOWS

Duo Leds show
1 act of 15 min or 2 acts of 5 and 15 minutes
DANCERS

Duo Dancers
2 acts 15/20 min each

MERMAIDS

Duo Mermaids
1 act 30-35 minutes
SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING

4 Synchronized swimming
15 min act

STILT WALKERS

Duo Stilt walkers
2 acts of 15/20 min each
BALLON CONFETTI
Confetti balloon show 5/7 minutes,

WATER BALL
With contorsionist
1-2 acts 7-10 min
ACTORS

2 acts of 15/20 min each
CONTORTION
2 acts 15/20 min each

LOLLYPOP ACROBAT
1 act 7 min
MAGICIAN
1-2 acts 20 min

CRYSTAL BALL ILLUSIONIST
2 acts of 15/20 min each

DUO SHAMANS
1-2 acts 20 min each
FANTASY CHARACTERS

Acting - Dance - Interaction with people

2 acts of 15/20 min each
MIRROR MEN
Duo mirror men
2 acts of 15/20 min each

TV PEOPLE
Duo Tv People
2 acts of 15/20 min each
POM POM MONSTERS

Duo Pom Pom Monsters
2 Acts of 15/20 min each

Circus

Duo Funky Monkey
2 Acts of 15/20 min each
MAKE UP & HAIR STYLIST
For artists or guests 2-3h

BODY PAINTING
Body painting + Model
HEALING AREA

- Massage
- Tarot
- Cacao ceremony
- Rituals
- Healers
PROJECTIONS

Video - Mapping on Stage or Dancers (9 meters and 1 rehearsal included)
BALLON PROJECTIONS

Video - Mapping Ballon
MUSICIANS
Sax, Hang, Flamenco Guitar, Singers, Sitar and more
KIDS CORNER
Since a little cute kids area to a huge immersive play installation for all ages
Creative workshops
Face and Body painting
Cooperative games
Giant Bubbles

Bouncy Castle and Gymkanas
Mini Disco and dancing Games
IMAGE GIRLS

Image girls with special costumes
Welcome 1 - 2 hours or different sets
20 min each
NIGHT SENZETIONS

In this new concept that fusions music, dance, acrobatics, dramatic arts, fire and sensuality, we invite the audience to immerse in an unexplored world to be experienced by all senses. For over 90 minutes the customers will be immersed in a complete experience during the dinner or special moment.
CUSTOM DANCERS

COSMO  WHITE SHADOW  ELECTROLITE  THE INTELLECTUAL CAT

[Images of various dancers and performers in unique costumes]
CUSTOM DANCERS

ETNIC
THE MADONNAS DUO
THE DUO METALLIC GIRLS
CUSTOM DANCERS

THE WITCH

DUO FETISH (option without fire)
CUSTOM DANCERS
NECHAMANA DUO
DUO BURLESQUE (2 OPTIONS STYLE VINTAGE OR MODERN)
CUSTOM DANCERS

MASK FLOWER
THE MUSA
MATAHARI DUO
THE WHITE EYE WOMAN
Let us know if it’s all clear for you and if you have any different idea of budget of show also let us know the theme of the event in order to give you an offer adjust to your needs.